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Abstract—Frequent changes in penetration levels of
distributed energy resources (DERs) and grid control objectives
have caused the maintenance of accurate and reliable grid models
for behind-the-meter (BTM) photovoltaic (PV) system impact
studies to become an increasingly challenging task. At the same
time, high adoption rates of advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI) devices have improved load modeling techniques and have
enabled the application of machine learning algorithms to a wide
variety of model calibration tasks. Therefore, we propose that
these algorithms can be applied to improve the quality of the input
data and grid models used for PV impact studies. In this paper,
these potential improvements were assessed for their ability to
improve the accuracy of locational BTM PV hosting capacity
analysis (HCA). Specifically, the voltage- and thermal-constrained
hosting capacities of every customer location on a distribution
feeder (1,379 in total) were calculated every 15 minutes for an
entire year before and after each calibration algorithm or load
modeling technique was applied. Overall, the HCA results were
found to be highly sensitive to the various modeling deficiencies
under investigation, illustrating the opportunity for more datacentric/model-free approaches to PV impact studies.
Keywords—distribution system planning, hosting capacity
analysis, machine learning, model calibration, time-series analysis

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent grid modernization efforts have led to dramatic
changes in power distribution systems, such as increased
penetration levels of behind-the-meter (BTM) distributed
energy resources (DERs) like solar photovoltaic (PV) systems,
advanced inverters with grid-support capabilities, and feederwide controls like DER management systems (DERMS) [1].
These changes have been accompanied by updated
interconnection standards [2] that ensure new distributed PV
installations can operate in autonomous grid-support modes and
participate in DERMS objectives [3] or flexible interconnections
schemes [4]. While these advancements offer opportunities to
better regulate grid conditions and reduce losses [3], they have
also led to added complexity in developing and maintaining
accurate grid models that serve as the foundation for nearly all
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distribution system planning and analysis tasks, including PV
impact studies.
Fortunately, there has been a simultaneous increase in the
adoption of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), such as
smart meters installed at customer premises and new grid assets
like intelligent reclosers. Machine learning techniques and other
data-driven approaches have since been developed to leverage
the massive amounts of data available from these AMI devices
to improve the fidelity of grid models [5] and the various
analyses performed on them. For instance, data-driven methods
have been developed for model calibration tasks such as
identifying existing DERs, correcting customer phasing errors
[6, 7] and service transformer pairings [8, 9], estimating lowvoltage secondary network parameters [10, 11], and identifying
errors in control device settings [12, 13]. However, the extent to
which these data-driven methods improve the accuracy and
reliability of PV impact studies remains unclear.
Hosting capacity analysis (HCA) is a useful type of PV
impact study for distribution system planning, and it relies on
distribution grid models. The term “hosting capacity,” or HC,
refers to the maximum PV system size that can be deployed
safely and reliably before operating violations occur or system
upgrades are required [14]. In short, PV HCA utilizes power
flow analysis on distribution grid models to analyze the potential
impacts of PV at specific locations on the grid using
deterministic methods [15]. Other methods calculate the total
HC for an entire distribution feeder using stochastic methods
[16-18] or streamlined methods [19]. Additional optimizationbased methods [20] and data-driven methods [21, 22] have also
been developed. However, these HCA methods all require grid
models, which many smaller utilities do not have. There are also
methods for discovering approximations of the power flow
equations from AMI data without prior knowledge of the grid
model [23, 24], which has created further opportunities to
improve HCA or other PV impact studies [25, 26].
Increasingly, the outputs from PV HCA are being made
accessible through public-facing HC maps [27], which can be
used for facilitating PV siting and streamlining interconnection
procedures [28]. However, the extent to which HCA can
improve PV interconnection processes depends on the reliability
of the results and the accuracy of the underlying grid models.
Improving the accuracy of these models is an ongoing challenge
for many utilities [29]. In this paper, the benefits of existing data-

driven modeling and calibration techniques were assessed
through a series of conventional, model-based BTM PV HCAs
conducted on a realistic test feeder equipped with actual utility
AMI data. Overall, this paper highlights the importance of datadriven modeling and analysis techniques to ensure a safe and
reliable transition to future high penetration PV scenarios.
II. METHODS
This paper utilized locational PV HCA as a means of
quantifying the potential accuracy improvements to PV impact
studies when data-driven model calibration algorithms and
enhanced load modeling techniques are applied. Consecutive
HCAs were conducted on a realistic feeder model before and
after various modifications were applied using quasi-static timeseries (QSTS) simulations, and this process was repeated for
each algorithm or technique being tested. The following
subsections describe the baseline circuit model, explain how the
PV HCAs were conducted on it, and detail the modifications that
were made to investigate each scenario.
A. Baseline Circuit Model
All HCAs were conducted on a modified version of the EPRI
Ckt5 test feeder [30] depicted in Fig. 1, which represents an
actual 12.47 kV, 3.2-mile-long distribution feeder that serves
1,379 residential loads. The modeled low-voltage secondary
network included 591 service transformers and lines with
realistic parameters. Each load was assigned a real and reactive
power consumption profile for an entire year with a 15-minute
resolution generated from an actual utility AMI dataset.

B. Locational Time-series Hosting Capacity Analysis
In this work, a locational time-series HCA framework was
utilized. The term “locational” describes how the analysis
sought to determine the maximum PV system size that can be
installed at a particular location before operating violations
occurred. The locations of interest for each HCA included the
full set of customer buses across the low-voltage secondary
networks on the feeder; these potential BTM PV locations are
shown as white circles in Fig. 1. The “time-series” identifier
informs that the HCA was conducted at regular intervals over a
given time horizon. Unlike snapshot HCA methods that only
consider a single set of worst-case conditions like during
minimum feeder loading, the time-series HCA here was
conducted for every 15-minute segment of an entire year (i.e.,
matching the resolution and time horizon of the AMI dataset).
Separate constraints for voltage and thermal metrics were
selected to determine what constituted a violation. For the
voltage constraint, a 1.05 per unit (pu) local voltage (Vl)
threshold was selected. Thus, any real power injection from a
PV system that resulted in Vl > 1.05 pu was considered a
violation (similar to ANSI C84.1 Range A [31]). For the thermal
constraint, a loading threshold of 120% of the upstream service
transformer kVA rating (Srated) was selected. Therefore, any real
power injection from a PV system that caused the kVA at the
nearest upstream service transformer (Sxfmr) to be >1.2* Srated
was considered a violation (Dominion Energy uses a similar
multiplier to set their normal loading capability limit [32]).
Algorithm 1 provides additional details on how these thresholds
were applied in the locational time-series HCA framework,
where nlocations was 1,379 for Ckt5, the discrete time step ∆t was
15 minutes, and tf was 525,600 minutes. This algorithm outputs
two arrays of data for each BTM PV system location: the
voltage- and thermal-constrained HCs at every 15-minute time
point in the year (𝐻𝐶 ,ℓ and 𝐻𝐶 ,ℓ in Algorithm 1).
ALGORITHM 1. LOCATIONAL TIME-SERIES HCA

Fig. 1. Circuit plot of the baseline Ckt5 model with actual real and reactive
power AMI data with 15-minute resolution at each low-voltage residential
customer located at the end of varying lengths of 1/0 triplex.

This baseline circuit model, referred to as Ckt5, does not
have any existing PV systems or voltage regulating equipment.
The phase labels of all elements and all customer-to-transformer
pairings in Ckt5 are assumed to be accurate. Additional details
regarding the baseline Ckt5 model are summarized in Table I .
TABLE I. SUMMARY OF BASELINE MODELING AND ANALYSIS CONDITIONS
No errors are present in the model—perfect
knowledge of low-voltage service conductor
1
lengths, transformer connections, phase
Distribution Model
information, PV information, and regulation
equipment
All
loads modeled with real and reactive
2
Load Modeling
power AMI data at 15-minute resolutions
3
HCA Algorithm
QSTS analysis of every 15-minute time point

Additional filters were applied to further distill the outputs
of Algorithm 1 down to a single HC value for each constraint at
each location. First, a daytime filter was used to remove all the
results outside of the time frame of 09:00 to 15:00; this filter
focuses on time points where PV outputs generally reach their
maximum daily value. Then, the time points are selected for
which PV injections were most limited (i.e., the minimum
values of 𝐻𝐶 ,ℓ and 𝐻𝐶 ,ℓ after the daytime filter was
applied). This step is applied separately for each constraint and

each location, meaning that the most limiting time point is not
necessarily the same from one location to the next, so the full
spectrum of temporal and spatial variability is captured. Thus,
this approach ensures that the final values selected for the
voltage- and thermal-constrained HC at each location never
result in a violation. For brevity, the acronyms “VC-HC” and
“TC-HC” will be used hereafter to refer to the voltage- and
thermal-constrained HC results, respectively. To summarize, the
final VC-HC and TC-HC values represent the largest PV size
that each location can support while ensuring the constraint is
not violated at any time point through the year.
Each HCA was performed in OpenDSS [33] following
Algorithm 1. First, the circuit model from Fig. 1 was loaded, or
“compiled”, in OpenDSS and the simulation parameters were
set to duty mode in which the real and reactive power
consumption of the loads in the circuit would be adjusted at each
time point according to their assigned time-series profile.
Starting at the first customer location (l = 1), a PV system was
placed and set to output at unity power factor (PF) with an initial
size of 0 kW. Next, the power flow was solved iteratively as the
size of the PV system is increased until the voltage and thermal
constraints were both violated. The sizes of the PV injections
that first caused each violation were recorded, and the algorithm
moved to the next point in time. These iterative solutions were
conducted for every time point (tf /∆t = 35,040 in total) until the
HCA had been solved for the entire year, at which point the PV
system was moved to the next location (ll = 2), and the entire
process was repeated. Lastly, the results were post-processed to
focus only on daytime conditions and the final VC- and TC-HC
values were identified.
C. Model Calibration Scenarios
The first set of experiments was conducted to evaluate the
potential accuracy improvements associated with various datadriven model calibration algorithms. Since Ckt5 was assumed to
be completely accurate, unique errors were introduced to test
each scenario such that the HCA could be applied to versions of
the circuit model with and without the errors (i.e., before and
after the errors were corrected for by each algorithm). The model
calibration scenarios are summarized in Table II, where the
abbreviation “Xfmr” is short for “Transformer”.
#
A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
A.6
A.7
A.8

TABLE II. SUMMARY OF MODEL CALIBRATION SCENARIOS
Error Type
Experimental Implementation
Service Xfmr Size De-rated 5 service transformers by 50%
Xfmr/Customer
Moved 3 customers to different service
Pairing
transformers, all selected at random
Missing Existing
Added an existing PV system with unity PF
PV
output to 5 random customer locations
Missing Existing
Added an existing PV system with Cat. B default
PV w/ Volt-VAR
Volt-VAR [2] to 5 random customer locations
Phase Labeling
Mislabeled phases for 10% of customers and an
Errors
entire single-phase lateral
Service Line
Set service lines to be 100 ft. of 1/0 triplex for all
Lengths
customers
Substation LTC
Enabled a substation load tap changer (LTC) with
Malfunction
a 3V bandwidth
Capacitor
Enabled a 3-phase 600 kVAR capacitor
Malfunction
connected to the medium-voltage network

For each scenario, it was assumed that the calibration
algorithm successfully mitigated all corresponding modeling
errors. Note that the model calibration scenarios were not

intended to represent an exhaustive list but rather to capture a
subset of the most prevalent and pressing concerns faced by
utilities for which existing solutions are available.
D. Load Modeling Scenarios
The next set of scenarios was investigated to quantify the
potential improvements in HC results associated with datadriven load modeling techniques. The scenarios are summarized
in Table III and represent cases where AMI datasets with highresolution real and reactive power measurements were not
available. In Scenario B.1, it was assumed that the AMI dataset
only had real power measurements available, so the reactive
power of the loads was modeled by assigning them all the same
constant PF equal to the annual average PF measured at the
feeder head. In Scenario B.2, it was assumed that there were no
AMI data available and that the only time-series measurements
available were from the substation. In this scenario,
conventional load allocation was performed (as in the “business
as usual case” in [30]) in which the allocation factors were
determined during the peak time point and according to
customer energy consumption data during that month. Once the
allocation factors were assigned, a single normalized time-series
profile was generated based on the total feeder power measured
at the substation, while reactive power modeling was the same
as Scenario B.1.
#

TABLE III. LOAD MODELING SCENARIOS
Modeling Technique
Experimental Implementation

B.1

Load P Modeling w/
AMI Data and Const. PF

Q profiles removed and replaced with
constant PF (annual avg. PF at feeder head)

B.2

Conventional Load
Allocation w/ Const. PF

Allocation factors calculated for feeder
peak, one time-series profile from feeder
head P measurements, constant PF (annual
avg. PF at feeder head)

E. HCA Algorithm Scenarios
The last set of scenarios focused on the HCA algorithm
itself. There have been many proposed HCA methods in
literature and implemented in commercial distribution system
analysis tools, but there are currently no standard algorithms for
HCA. The scenarios in Table IV represent a subset of those
proposed methods, representing varying degrees of input data
requirements. Scenario C.1 was the same as Algorithm 1, except
that all time points are considered (i.e., the daytime filter on line
13 was removed). Scenario C.2 also applied a similar algorithm
to Algorithm 1 but included a relaxation component for each
constraint that allowed them to be violated for up to 1% of the
year. This scenario was more in line with distribution system
operation standards (like ANSI C84.1 [31]) that allow for
temporary violations to occur. While detailed metrics have been
proposed to capture time-series HC constraints [34], in this
work, a simplified relaxation approach was implemented here.
The remaining scenarios represented variations of
conventional snapshot analysis methods that consider a single
point in time. Scenarios C.3 and C.4 applied this snapshot
method to the minimum loading time point on Ckt5, but C.4
considered only daytime points. Scenarios C.5 and C.6 were the
same as C.3 and C.4, respectively, but were conducted on the
version of Ckt5 created for Scenario B.2 in which no AMI data
was available and load allocation was performed.

TABLE IV. HCA ALGORITHM SCENARIOS
HCA Type
Experimental Implementation
C.1
Annual Max. HC
Daytime filter not applied
C.2 Constraint Relaxation Allow violations up to 1% of the year
C.3
Min. Load
Snapshot HC at minimum load time point
#

Snapshot HC at minimum daytime load
time point

C.4

Min. Daytime Load

C.5

Min. Load
(allocation case)

Snapshot HC at the minimum load time point
(allocation case-B.2)

C.6

Min. Daytime Load
(allocation case)

Snapshot HC at minimum daytime load time
point (allocation case – B.2)

the maximum PV sizes that cause no violations are selected),
and would appear as a single data point in each plot of Fig. 2,
respectively. The daily and seasonal changes shown in Fig. 3
corresponded to changes in loading conditions on the lowvoltage secondary networks downstream of the service
transformer and voltage variations on the medium-voltage
network. Another interesting point illustrated in Fig. 3 is that
there were many instances throughout the year when the thermal
constraint was the most limiting factor (i.e., whenever the
orange plot was below the blue plot), which was not apparent in
the final HC results in Fig. 2.

III. RESULTS
A. Baseline HCA Results
The HCA algorithm described in Section II. B. was first
applied to the baseline Ckt5 feeder model. The results from this
analysis, presented as histograms in Fig. 2, represented the
“baseline” VC- and TC-HC values for each BTM PV system
location in Ckt5 after the additional filters were applied. In
general, there was a fairly wide range in the results for both
constraints; the VC-HC results ranged from 2.1 to 21.6 kW with
an average of 8.4 kW, and the TC-HC results ranged from 12.0
to 90.0 kW with an average of 39.4 kW. This range highlights
the effects of different feeder characteristics like voltage drops
throughout the low-voltage secondary networks and load
consumption profiles. The results in Fig. 2 also show that the
VC-HC results were more evenly distributed than the TC-HC
results due to the fact that there were only a handful of different
kVA ratings of the service transformers in Ckt5. Overall, these
results are in line with expectations, given that there was no
existing voltage regulation equipment on the feeder and that the
thermal constraints were defined based on service transformer
ratings. Also, while a number of locations had low VC-HC
results, there were not any locations that had a VC-HC of 0 kW,
meaning there were no existing violations during the daytime
time points analyzed.

Fig. 3. Time-series of maximum active power injections for each 15-minute
period during the daytime that an individual BTM PV interconnection can inject
before causing a voltage or thermal violation for that location.

B. Model Calibration Scenarios
The locational time-series HCA was repeated after
modifying Ckt5 according to the scenarios described in Table II.
To compare the results of each scenario, the changes in VC-HC
and TC-HC results from the baseline HCA were calculated
following equations (1) and (2) for each BTM PV location (ℓ)
and presented as boxplot distributions in Fig. 4.
Let ℓ be a proposed interconnection location. Let 𝑉𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ
and 𝑇𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ
be the baseline voltage- and thermal-constrained
hosting capacity, respectively. Then the change in HC at ℓ due
to scenario 𝑥 is
Δ𝑉𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ 𝑥
Δ𝑇𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ 𝑥

𝑉𝐶𝐻𝐶 ℓ 𝑥
𝑇𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ 𝑥

𝑉𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ
𝑇𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ

,
.

(1)
(2)

The same VC-HC results are shown as a percentage of the
baseline values in Fig. 5, according to equation (3).
Fig. 2. Histograms of baseline voltage- and thermal-constrained HC results for
each residential interconnection location on the feeder.

Detailed results for an average BTM PV location (#1241) on
Ckt5 are presented in Fig. 3 to illustrate the time-series
component of Algorithm 1, where the plots represent 𝐻𝐶 ,ℓ
and 𝐻𝐶 ,ℓ after the daytime filter was applied but before the
final VC- and TC-HC values were selected. Each time point in
Fig. 3 show the maximum PV injection that could be tolerated
at that time and location on the feeder before each constraint was
violated. Thus, the final VC- and TC-HC values for location
1241 would be the minimum of each plot in Fig. 3 (ensuring that

Δ𝑉𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ,% 𝑥

Δ𝑉𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ 𝑥
∗ 100
𝑉𝐶𝐻𝐶ℓ

(3)

In Scenario A.1, the HC results were impacted only at the
locations downstream of the modified service transformers.
Since the modifications in this case were related to the thermal
constraint, the TC-HC results were impacted the most at those
locations. The VC-HC results were affected to a lesser degree
due to the changes in voltage drops across the de-rated
transformers. In Scenario A.2, when 3 customer loads were
moved to different service transformers, the HC results at
locations downstream of all associated transformers were
impacted. For the customers paired with a service transformer

that gained a customer, their locational TC-HC increased since
more load was present during daytime conditions to offset PV
injections, and the opposite was true for transformer-customer
pairings that lost a customer. Similarly, the VC-HC results both
increased and decreased depending on whether a customer was
added or removed.

Fig. 4. Changes in VC-HC (left) and TC-HC (right) results associated with each
model calibration scenario defined in Table II.

Scenario A.3 represents the case when PV systems had been
installed on a feeder, but the model had not been updated. While
most locations did not see much change, locations near those
existing PV systems (e.g., other locations served by the same
service transformer) did experience a significant change, where
VC- and TC-HC results were reduced by up to 10 kW. Scenario
A.4 had similar results, except that the impacts on the VC-HC
results were less severe due to the voltage regulation provided
by the existing PV system’s autonomous Volt-VAR function.
When the model contained mislabeled phases (Scenario
A.5), the change in VC-HC results ranged from -7.0 kW to +4.2
kW, which is particularly noteworthy considering the average
HC in Fig. 2 was 8.4 kW. Since distribution feeders often have
notable voltage imbalances, the baseline VC-HC results were

either over-estimated or under-estimated depending on the
voltage differences between the actual and mislabeled phase
locations, but the baseline thermal results only experienced
marginal changes. The middle 50% of VC-HC results in this
scenario had a wider distribution than the previous 4 scenarios
that can be attributed, in part, to the fact that more locations were
directly modified, since phase labels are notoriously error-prone.
When service line lengths are unknown, they are often
modeled with a length of 100 ft to include at least some of the
expected voltage drops on the secondary networks (represented
by Scenario A.6). This assumption over-estimated and underestimated the baseline VC-HC results (with a range of -8.1 kW
to 5.9 kW) depending on whether the actual line was longer or
shorter than the modeled line. The impacts to the TC-HC results
in this case were also minimal since they were only associated
with changes in power losses over the service lines.
Scenario A.7 included voltage regulation that the feeder head
provided by an LTC enabled on the substation transformer. This
LTC mitigated some of the extreme voltage fluctuations from
the baseline model resulting in a significant increase in VC-HC
for nearly all locations. Again, the TC-HC results were
essentially unchanged. Scenario A.8 had the opposite effect on
VC-HC results compared to A.7. This scenario represents the
case when changes like retired or upgraded utility equipment are
not captured in the model (e.g., a capacitor bank had been added
as in A.8). In this case, the capacitor boosted voltages
throughout the feeder, leading to reductions in VC-HC results at
all locations. This modification did not impact load
consumption, so the TC-HC results remained mostly the same.
To further illustrate some of the key potential impacts of the
data-driven model calibration algorithms, the VC-HC results

Fig. 5. ∆VC-HC results in % for Scenario A.1 to A.8 shown as a heatmap across the circuit plot of Ckt5.

from Fig. 4 were converted to percentages of the true VC-HC
and displayed as a heatmap at their corresponding locations on
Ckt5 in Fig. 5. In this figure, the green spectrum represents VCHC results that did not deviate much from their baseline values,
the red spectrum represents locations where VC-HC was
overestimated, and the blue spectrum represents locations where
VC-HC was underestimated.

the fitdist function from the Statistics and Machine Learning
Toolbox in MATLAB [35]. This figure shows that the impacts
on TC-HC results were very similar across these four scenarios.
For the VC-HC results, the load allocation cases had more of a
positive bias and had higher peak densities (comparing C.5 vs
C.3 and C.6 vs C.4, respectively), indicating that load allocation
may be more predictable when snapshot methods are being used.

C. Load Modeling Scenarios

TC-HC (kW)

VC-HC (kW)

The results from the two load modeling scenarios are
presented in Fig. 6. In both cases, there were significant changes
to the VC-HC and TC-HC results. Since both scenarios
impacted the power consumption across the low-voltage
secondary networks, it makes sense that the TC-HC results for
all locations were affected. The load allocation led to more
uniform power consumptions and reduced the worst-case
conditions, resulting in more headroom for TC-HC. In both
cases, the reactive power was modeled using a constant PF
calculated from the feeder head annual average, which had a
similar effect on reducing worst-case voltage conditions and
lead to increased VC-HC for most locations.

Fig. 6. Changes in HC results for each load modeling scenario from Table III.

D. HCA Algorithm Scenarios
The last set of scenarios focuses on how the HCA algorithm
is implemented. Scenarios C.1 and C.2 were most similar to the
locational time-series approach in Algorithm 1, so their results
are presented together in Fig. 7. Scenario C.1 did not filter for
only daytime conditions, meaning the HC results were only less
than or equal to the baseline results. On the other hand, Scenario
C.2 allowed for some violations to occur, so the HC results were
always greater than or equal to the baseline results.

Fig. 8. Estimated probability density functions of the HC results for Scenarios
C.3 to C.4.

IV. CONCLUSION
The accuracy and reliability of PV impact studies such as
HCA are becoming increasingly important as PV penetration
levels rise; under-estimations can lead to unnecessary denials of
PV interconnection requests, while over-estimations can lead to
safety concerns and unintended interactions with grid
components. This paper quantified the improvements in
accuracy for PV HC results when a variety of data-driven
modeling and analysis techniques were applied. Overall, it was
observed that the HCA voltage constraint was more sensitive to
errors in the model than the thermal constraint, different load
modeling techniques can significantly alter both VC- and TCHC results, and that snapshot methods were not as accurate as
time-series methods. If snapshot methods have to be used,
applying load allocation may produce more repeatable results.
Given that PV HCA was found to have a high degree of
sensitivity to model errors and modeling techniques, there is an
increasing need for data-driven model calibration algorithms
and novel model-free PV impact analysis methods to ensure
future high PV penetration scenarios can be properly
accommodated.
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